INTRODUCTION {#rry062s1}
============

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) have become widely used because they can irradiate the target with a large dose and decrease the dose to normal tissue in comparison with whole-brain radiation therapy. Recently, Linac-based SRS and SRT using a frameless system with an image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) technique have been implemented in the intracranial region \[[@rry062C1]--[@rry062C6]\], since image diagnosis techniques have been rapidly improving. Although the frameless system with IGRT has achieved high positioning accuracy, some researchers have reported that the intrafraction motion of the intracranial region can be \>1 mm \[[@rry062C7]--[@rry062C11]\]. In addition, the frameless system with IGRT is considered to be less accurate than invasive frame-based systems \[[@rry062C10], [@rry062C12]\].

To decrease intrafraction motion using a frameless system with IGRT in SRS and SRT, we consider that the following steps should be performed: (i) acquiring more frequency in the image registration, (ii) using immobilization devices with high positioning accuracy and (iii) decreasing patient discomfort. To address the first issue, imaging devices that can detect the patient position in real-time have been developed \[[@rry062C13]--[@rry062C24]\]. Regarding the second issue, many commercially available immobilization devices with high positioning accuracy have been introduced. Finally, to address the third issue, a customized head and neck support is considered to be beneficial because it increases the comfort of the patient during treatment, resulting in less patient movement \[[@rry062C25]\]. Since a customized head and neck support that fits to the patient's occipital shape creates uniform pressure on the patient's head, the patient feels negligible discomfort \[[@rry062C26]--[@rry062C29]\]. However, the uniformity of pressure on the patient's head can be lost due to mask shrinkage or deformation of the head and neck support (e.g. shrinkage or expansion, air leakage) in proportion to the time passed since molding in clinical application \[[@rry062C30]\]. Therefore, management of the uniform pressure on the patient's head is important for improving positioning accuracy. Changes in the uniform pressure may cause patient discomfort and weakening of the fixation of patient. Hence, specific methods for maintaining the uniformity of the pressure on the patient's head may lead to high positioning accuracy in intracranial treatments.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship between pressure on the occipital region and intrafraction motion using an individualized vacuum pillow and a thermoplastic mask in intracranial treatments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#rry062s2}
=====================

This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review board (Approval number: I28--12).

We used a frameless system that consists of an individualized vacuum pillow (YCI-01, Engineering System, Matsumoto, Japan), a thermoplastic mask (RT-1779KS, Qfix, PA, USA) and a baseplate (MT-20 108, CIVCO, IA, USA) (Fig. [1](#rry062F1){ref-type="fig"}). The vacuum pillow could be customized to the patient's occipital shape to create uniform pressure on the patient's head. We also used a dedicated real-time monitoring system \[[@rry062C16]\] that consisted of pressure sensors (FSR®402, Interlink Electronics, CA, USA) with a thickness of 0.6 mm and a radius of 9.1 mm to detect the pressure on the patient's head. Four sensors are able to detect the absolute pressures at the occipital region as voltages, with a sampling rate of 15 $s^{- 1}$. They can detect a range from 0 to 90 kPa, with a resolution of 1.3 Pa. This system has several advantages: high sensitivity, low cost, low invasion, thin and small size, easy application, and simple measurement. It can also detect the vector length of intrafraction motion without radiation exposure to the patient.

![A vacuum pillow (YCI-01, Engineering System, Nagano, Japan), a thermoplastic mask (RT-1779KS, Qfix, PA, USA), a baseplate (MT-20108, CIVCO, IA, USA) and four pressure sensors (FSR®402, Interlink Electronics, CA, USA). The vacuum pillow can be customized to the patient's occipital shape. Four sensors can detect the absolute pressures on the occipital region, with a sampling rate of 15 $\mathbf{s}^{- 1}$. They can also detect at a range from 0 to 90 kPa with a resolution of 1.3 Pa.](rry062f01){#rry062F1}

A total of 59 patients (40 males and 19 females) were treated in the intracranial region using the Cyberknife (Accuray, CA, USA) system between May 2013 and December 2017, and they all provided informed consent. Their median age was 68.0 years (range: 26--87 years). The patient's head displacement was determined at 63 s intervals by a Target Locating System (TLS, Accuray, CA, USA), which can detect head position precisely with orthogonal X-ray images. The registration errors on TLS were 0.33 ± 0.16 mm (mean ± 1 SD) in the overall translation and 0.29°± 0.11°(mean ± 1 SD) in the overall rotation \[[@rry062C31]\]. We calculated the head displacement detected by TLS and the mean pressure of the four sensors from 8811 image verifications with 263 treatments. When a patient is moved by a radiation therapist for repositioning, the head position will be completely different from the head position at the beginning of treatment, resulting in overestimation of the head displacement. Therefore, head displacement was excluded when a patient was moved.

To calculate the magnitude of head displacement, the absolute changes in head displacement detected by TLS, $\mathrm{\Delta}d_{\mathit{TLS}}(t)$, during treatment was defined as follows: $$\Delta d_{TLS}\left( t \right) = \left| {d_{TLS}{(t)} - d_{TLS}{(t_{0})}} \right|,$$where $d_{\mathit{TLS}}(t_{0})$ and $d_{\mathit{TLS}}(t)$ are the displacements detected at the beginning of the treatment $t_{0}$ and at time $t$, respectively. Time $t$ corresponds to the time of TLS acquisition during treatment. ${\mathrm{\Delta}d}_{\mathit{TLS},\mathit{SI}}\left( t \right)$, ${\mathrm{\Delta}d}_{\mathit{TLS},\mathit{RL}}\left( t \right)$ and ${\mathrm{\Delta}d}_{\mathit{TLS},\mathit{AP}}\left( t \right)$ are the displacements in the SI direction, RL direction and AP direction, respectively. The vector length of the displacement, $\mathrm{\Delta}d_{V}\left( t \right)$, during treatment was defined as follows: $$\Delta d_{V}{(t)} = \sqrt{\Delta d_{TLS,SI}^{2}{(t)} + \Delta d_{TLS,RL}^{2}{(t)} + \Delta d_{TLS,AP}^{2}{(t)}}$$

The patient positioning error increases in proportion to the rotation angle and the distance between the imaging center and the target position \[[@rry062C32]\]. A conceptual diagram of the patient positioning error is shown in Fig. [2](#rry062F2){ref-type="fig"}. The distance between the imaging center and the edge of the target increases depending on the target size. Therefore, the point of the edge of the target, $\left( {x,y,\mathit{z}} \right)$, was set to the surface of a sphere. $\left( {x,y,\mathit{z}} \right)$ was expressed as follows: $$x^{2} + y^{2} + z^{2} = r^{2},$$

![A diagram of the concept of the patient positioning error. The displacements on the *x*, *y* and *z*-axes are $\mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{TLS},\mathbf{SI}}{,~\mathrm{\Delta}}\mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{TLS},\mathbf{RL}}{\mathbf{and}\mathrm{\Delta}}\mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{TLS},\mathbf{AP}}$, respectively. Similarly, the displacements in the rotational angles on the *x*, *y* and *z*-axes are roll ($\mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{\alpha}$), pitch ($\left. \mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{\beta} \right)$, and yaw ($\left. \mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{\gamma} \right)$, respectively. The point of the edge of the target, $\left( \mathbf{x},\mathbf{y},\mathbf{z} \right)$, was rotated around the imaging center by $\mathrm{\Delta}{\mathbf{\alpha} - \mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{\beta} - \mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{\gamma}}$, then the transformation point, $(\left. \mathbf{x}\prime,\mathbf{y}\prime,\mathbf{z}\prime \right)$, was established by subtracting $\left( \mathrm{\Delta} \right.\mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{TLS},\mathbf{SI}}{,~\mathrm{\Delta}}\mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{TLS},\mathbf{RL}},\mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{d}_{\mathbf{TLS},\mathbf{AP}})$ from this rotated point. The displacement in the target of the *r* mm radius, $\mathrm{\Delta}\mathbf{d}_{\mathit{r}}$, is a vector length between the edge of the target and the transformation point, which is corrected by the translational and rotational displacement.](rry062f02){#rry062F2}

where *r* is the target radius, which was set to 10 mm and 30 mm because an arteriovenous malformation of more than 30 mm radius was treated according to the SRT protocol in our institution. The displacements of the rotational angles in the *x*, *y* and *z*-axes were roll, $\mathrm{\Delta}{\alpha\left( t \right)}$, pitch, $\mathrm{\Delta}\beta\left( t \right)$, and yaw, $\mathrm{\Delta}\gamma\left( t \right)$, respectively. $\left( {x,y,\mathit{z}} \right)$ was transformed into $\left\lbrack {x^{\prime}\left( t \right),y^{\prime}\left( t \right),z^{\prime}\left( t \right)} \right.\rbrack$ by the rotation matrix with roll, pitch and yaw angles as follows: $$\begin{matrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
{x^{'}\left( t \right)} \\
{y^{'}\left( t \right)} \\
{z'{(t)}} \\
\end{pmatrix} & {= \begin{pmatrix}
{\cos\Delta\gamma{(t)}} & {\sin\Delta\gamma{(t)}} & 0 \\
{- \sin\Delta\gamma{(t)}} & {\cos\Delta\gamma{(t)}} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix}
{\cos\Delta\beta{(t)}} & 0 & {- \sin\Delta\beta{(t)}} \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
{\sin\Delta\beta{(t)}} & 0 & {\cos\Delta\beta{(t)}} \\
\end{pmatrix}} \\
 & {\times \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & {\cos\Delta\alpha{(t)}} & {\sin\Delta\alpha{(t)}} \\
0 & {- \sin\Delta\alpha{(t)}} & {\cos\Delta\alpha{(t)}} \\
\end{pmatrix}\begin{pmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z \\
\end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix}
{\Delta d_{TLS, SI}\left( t \right)} \\
{\Delta d_{TLS,RL}\left( t \right)} \\
{\Delta d_{TLS, AP}\left( t \right)} \\
\end{pmatrix}} \\
\end{matrix}$$

The transformation point, $(\left. x\prime\left( t \right),y\prime\left( t \right),z\prime\left( t \right) \right)$ is corrected for 6-D displacements of the position and rotation. Therefore, the displacement in the target of the *r* mm radius, $\mathrm{\Delta}d_{\mathit{r}}\left( t \right)$ was obtained from Equations ([3](#rry062M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([4](#rry062M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as follows: $$\Delta d_{r}{(t)} = \sqrt{{(x - {x\prime}{(t)})}^{2} + {(y - {y\prime}{(t)})}^{2} + {(z - {z\prime}{(t)})}^{2}},$$where, *x, y* and *z* are defined unambiguously by the maximum value of $\mathrm{\Delta}d_{\mathit{r}}\left( t \right)$.

On the other hand, the mean pressure of four sensors, $\overset{®}{P}\left( t \right)$, during treatment is defined as follows: $$\overline{P}\left( t \right) = \frac{P_{S}\left( t \right) + P_{I}\left( t \right) + P_{R}\left( t \right) + P_{L}\left( t \right)}{4},$$where $P_{S}\left( t \right)$, $P_{I}\left( t \right)$, $P_{R}\left( t \right)$ and $P_{L}\left( t \right)$ are the pressures at the superior side, inferior side, right side and left side on the vacuum pillow at the time of TLS acquisition during treatment, $t$, respectively.

$\mathrm{\Delta}d_{V}\left( t \right)$, $\mathrm{\Delta}d_{\mathit{r}}\left( t \right)$ and $\overset{®}{P}\left( t \right)$ were calculated at every treatment. Then we divided the results into two groups according to the magnitude of the mean and the standard deviation (SD) of displacement in 59 patients. The mean pressures were compared between the small (*n* = 29) and large (*n* = 30) displacement groups using Welch's *t*-test for the mean and SD of the displacements. All *P*-values were two sided, and *P*-values of ≤0.05 were considered to be significant. All statistical analyses were performed with EZR \[[@rry062C33]\] (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical University, Saitama, Japan), which is a graphical user interface for R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Cohen's *d* (Effect size) and 1 -- β error probability (Power) for *t*-tests was performed by G\*Power3.1 \[[@rry062C34], [@rry062C35]\].

RESULTS {#rry062s3}
=======

Table [1](#rry062TB1){ref-type="table"} shows the displacement and pressure in the large and small groups separated based on the magnitude of the mean displacement. The mean displacement in the small and large groups was (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) and (0.5, 0.6, 0.7) (unit: mm) for the vector length and 10 mm and 30 mm radius targets, respectively. Similarly, the mean pressure of the mean displacement in the small and large groups was (14.5, 14.5, 14.2) and (11.5, 11.5, 11.8) (unit: kPa) for the vector length 10 mm and 30 mm radius targets, respectively. There was no significant difference in the mean displacement. Table 1.The displacement and the pressure in the two groups separated based on the magnitude of the mean displacementGroupMean pressure (kPa)Mean displacement (mm)*P*-valueEffect sizePowerMeanSDMeanSDVector lengthSmall (*n* = 29)14.56.90.270.050.1090.420.35Large (*n* = 30)11.57.00.470.0910 mm radius targetSmall14.56.90.310.050.1090.420.35Large11.57.00.550.1030 mm radius targetSmall14.26.70.410.070.1930.340.25Large11.87.20.730.14[^1]

Table [2](#rry062TB2){ref-type="table"} shows the displacement and pressure in the large and small groups separated based on the magnitude of the mean of the SD of the displacement. The mean of the SD of the displacement in the small and large groups was (0.2, 0.2, 0.2) and (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) (unit: mm) for the vector length and 10 mm and 30 mm radius targets, respectively. Similarly, the mean pressure of the SD of the displacement in the small and large groups was (15.2, 15.4, 14.8) and (10.8, 10.6, 11.2) (unit: kPa) for the vector length and 10 mm and 30 mm radius targets, respectively. The mean of the SD of the displacement under high pressure was smaller than that under low pressure, and a significant difference was seen in the SD of the displacement for the vector length and the 10 mm radius target. Table 2.The displacement and the pressure in the two groups separated based on the magnitude of the mean of the standard deviation (SD) of the displacementGroupMean pressure (kPa)SD of displacement (mm)*P*-valueEffect sizePowerMeanSDMeanSDVector lengthSmall (*n* = 29)15.27.60.150.020.0170.640.68Large (*n* = 30)10.85.70.280.1310 mm radius targetSmall15.47.50.160.020.0090.710.76Large10.65.70.310.1430 mm radius targetSmall14.87.20.200.030.0520.520.50Large11.26.50.400.17[^2]

DISCUSSION {#rry062s4}
==========

The SD of the displacement under high pressure was smaller than that under low pressure for the vector length and 10 mm radius target. These results were consistent with our previous findings using a head phantom to evaluate the positioning accuracy of a frameless system. On the other hand, there was no significant difference in the mean displacement. The mean and the SD of the displacement mainly represent head movement that increases with time, and head movement over a short period, respectively. Maintaining a high pressure level on the occipital region might be more effective at maintaining positioning accuracy over a short period than that of reducing cumulative head movement. A possible explanation for this is that the force of the head movement in a short time given to the immobilization devices is stronger than that in a long time. Since the SD of the displacement represents random variations, random variations could be reduced by maintaining a high-pressure level on the patient's occipital region during treatment. A pressure of 15 kPa on the occipital region could result in less intrafraction motion and prevent abrupt or respiratory motion in clinical practice. An adjustable thickness spacer that could compensate for mask loosening or shrinkage \[[@rry062C36]\] might be useful for maintaining a high-pressure level on the patient's occipital region in clinical application.

The intrafraction motion under a low-pressure level was 0.47 ± 0.28 mm (mean ± 1 SD) for the vector length. Ramakrishna \[[@rry062C10]\] reported that intrafraction motion was 0.7 ± 0.5 mm (mean ± 1 SD), and Verbakel \[[@rry062C4]\] reported that intrafraction motion was 0.35 ± 0.21 mm (mean ± 1 SD). The magnitude of the intrafraction motion in these reports was almost the same as that of our study. If treatment is performed with a pressure of \>15 kPa on the occipital region, intrafraction motion will be \<0.27 ± 0.15 mm (mean ± 1 SD). Similarly, intrafraction motion under a low- and high-pressure level was 0.73 ± 0.40 mm and 0.41 ± 0.20 mm for the 30 mm radius target. Those values are larger than that for the vector length. Hence, the pressure on the occipital region under a high-pressure level may improve positioning accuracy, depending on the target size.

When a patient's head was fixed with a high pressure, the vacuum pillow and the thermoplastic mask were deformed at a millimeter or submillimeter scale, resulting in spreading of the high-pressure area and uniformity of pressure across the vacuum pillow. As the high-pressure area becomes larger, fixation of the patient's head becomes stronger. However, a few sensors could not detect the pressure on the occipital region because there may have been some small air gaps between the head and the vacuum pillow. It is important to reduce these air gaps by being careful with pillow molding and patient positioning.

The dimensions of the hollow pillow were a sphere with an approximate radius of 5 cm and a depth of 2 cm. Since the contact area between the occipital region and the vacuum pillow was 63 cm^2^, a force of 94 N (= 9.6 kgf) might be expected by applying a pressure of 15 kPa against the occipital region. Thus, patients might be restricted by a force of 90 N during treatment when the intrafraction motion is 0.27 ± 0.15 mm. On the other hand, the force might be \<90 N because there could be some small air gaps between the occipital region and the vacuum pillow, as mentioned above.

The present study showed that the positioning accuracy for the intracranial region could be improved by applying a pressure of 15 kPa on the patient's occipital region in clinical application. However, the patient may feel uncomfortable with the increased force of immobilization. In view of this, further study is necessary to find what would be a reasonable pressure level for the occipital region.

CONCLUSION {#rry062s5}
==========

The SD of the displacement under a high-pressure level was smaller than that under a low-pressure level. A high-pressure level on the occipital region may improve the positioning accuracy, depending on the target size. Management of the pressure on the occipital region may result in less intrafraction motion and prevent abrupt or respiratory motion in clinical practice.
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[^1]: There was no significant difference in the mean displacement. *n* = number of patients, Mean = mean value, SD = standard deviation, Effect size = Cohen's *d*, Power = 1 -- β error probability.

[^2]: A significant difference was seen in the SD of the displacement for the vector length and the 10 mm radius target. *n* = number of patients, Mean = mean value, SD = standard deviation, Effect size = Cohen's *d*, Power = 1 -- β error probability.
